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ABSTRACT 

Western Rationalist ideologies always attempted to segregate Nature and environment to a relegation zone and 

thereby to deny any symbiotic relation between Man and Environment. Enlightenment ideologies were based upon 

definite set of binaries. A particular idea or a certain aspect of seeing things was epitomized by denying the value of the 

opposite. Ironic but true is that this optimization of rationalism was depended upon the denial of these “other” aspects. 

This power hierarchy of epistemology was at the centre of the political hierarchy in the colonies. The Enlightenment 

ideologies not only constructed the identity of the colonizer, its denial of the ‘other’ ideas determined the oppression of the 

Native identity and cultures. Native culture, through its own denial, constructed the Western identity and pride. The 

excessive focus of Enlightenment upon the binaries actually evolved from its observation of its difference with the ‘other’. 

Now, this difference peculiarly led west to dominate the ‘other’ instead of appreciating it. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This particular psychology invariably led Enlightenment to impose the hierarchical dominance over the 

opposing ideas. Following this doctrine thus developed the White’s identity, in contrast with the Black’s. And the 

consequent denial and the domination of the Native’s identity and ideologies were inevitable. Needless to say, that 

Enlightenment’s belief of uni-dimensional truth and the ostentatious faith over its universality was at the heart of 

cultural imperialism. 

This paper will focus upon this cultural imperialism, magnifying the conflicting ideas of the colonizer and 

the colonized.I would focus upon the theme of Human-Environment relationship while analyzing this 

epistemological conflict. The revolt in the philosophical approach against this imperialism and a quest for the 

Native identity--- as recorded in two particular texts-- will be the focus of the discussion in this paper. But before 

moving forward from Enlightenment to colonial ideas; we need to walk backward a bit to find out the seeds of 

rationalist binaries, which eventually ensure the colonization of the Native’s minds. 

In early periods of Greek civilization, as Greek mythology confirms, thre were existence of Goddesses of 

mystic and magical power. The cult of fertility was also associated with them. This fertility cult of the Goddesses 

was a significant point behind the fusing of the images of femininity and Nature, both attributed with the bliss of 

creating life. Another point behind the merging of the identity of femininity and Nature came from the belief in the 
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Goddesses possession of mystic powers.The inexplicability of Natural events in the ancient times further penetrated these 

reflective images of femininity and Nature, into the Greek psyche.  

In later times of the civilization, rational Gods pioneered by Zeus, came into existence in Greek belief. And this 

was the beginning point of the binarization based on gender and rationality. The myth of masculinity began to be created 

under the belief in rational Gods. What happened in turn were the relegation of the older Goddesses and the image of 

femininity to the domain of irrationality. Pythagoras clarified this binarization of ideas and things through his table of 

opposites. A few examples from the table can clarify this:- 

Form/ Formless 

Light/ dark 

Good/ Bad 

Male/ Female  

Now, this idea of “Good” was conformed by the idea of ‘form’ in western epistemology and metaphysics.Plato 

depicts in “Republic’ that ‘Form’ was considered to be construction of an idea that can be analytically explained and 

rationally understood. Zeus and his rational Gods became the emblem of this rationality. Plato depicted God as the ultimate 

embodiment of form to which the journey of human life should be made. As opposed to these rational and explainable 

images of the new Gods, the older mystic Goddesses remained irrational. The belief in the inexplicability of their magical 

power and of the events of Nature thus further confirmed the fusing of the identity of femininity and Nature. Femininity 

was relegated to the zone of ‘formless’. 

Another reason behind this connection between femininity and irrationality can be the Greek belief that ‘uterus’ 

(the Latin word for ‘womb”) moves within the female body, resulting into hysteria and emotional turbulence. The 

turbulences --- ‘emotional’ and ‘Natural’ got connected through the bond of inexplicability. The loss of ‘sense’ and rational 

thought in a hysteric woman was thought to be a reflection of Natural disaster and turbulences. 

By tracing the origin of those binaries, I am attempting to explain the construction of the power hierarchy 

included in this binarization of ideas in Greek metaphysics. The formed, rational, masculine civilization became superior to 

the so called formless, irrational, feminine Nature. Plato believed that knowledge can be achieved only through rationality. 

Form can be attained only by transcending ‘matter’. Male is a category that can be achieved by transcending femininity. 

This inherent hierarchy in Greek epistemology, between ‘male’ and ‘female’, civilization and Nature was pivotal 

to the construction of the power dynamics in Enlightenment binaries. Enlightenment found femininity and Nature as 

different from rationality; and consequently denied it its value, and considered it to be dominated. 

Enlightenment with its newly achieved weapon of modern science disagreed to believe any existence of the 

improbable and inexplicable. It believed that everything probable in and around humanity, including Nature can be 

analysed and scientifically understood. Enlightenment refused to believe that there can exist anything that it cannot 

rationally explain and know. This self-imposed ability of rationalist Man to analyze, explain and understand Nature 

completely, clarified to man an idea that Nature can be and should be dominated by scientifically progressive civilization. 

Irony is in the fact that the inexplicability of which left it to be termed irrational and thereby to be dominated in 

epistemological power hierarchy in the Greek civilization, the explicability of the same thing now determines its 
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subordination. Enlightenment had at its centre the classical binaries and hierarchies. What changed was only the aspect of 

dominance, neither the dominator nor the dominated. 

Locke described Nature as insignificant and not efficacious in matters of human existence. Apart from Rousseau, 

all Enlightenment philosophers had similar opinions. 

I have already pointed out that the power dynamics that rationalist ideologies used to impose itself upon the 

opposing ideas got the aspect of military domination when Europe went on to colonize the East. East’s identity and nature-

oriented culture was completely opposite to the rationalist, industrial culture of Europe. Promod.k. Nayar observes, “West 

identified east as exactly what they are not”. East is more robust as opposed to civilized, its agrarian economy was in 

contrast to the west’s industrial aura, country as opposed to city, and less scientific and consequently more associated to 

Nature. West could easily see the reflections of the feminine, nature-oriented, rural aspect of civilization and human 

identity in east--- a worldview and identity that rationalist Europe kept dominating in the epistemological power hierarchy. 

West observed East’s difference with him, relegated it to the lower stratum of power hierarchy and felt the requirement of 

dominating it. This is probably the very core of psychological state in Europe’s mind that determined East’s colonization. 

The unidimensional worldview of Europe, its belief in the singular face of truth, immediately identified east as different 

and consequently uncivilized and therefore to be dominated. This mentality of West would take turn into cultural 

imperialism---a natural consequence of and pivotal weapon to military and political domination, simultaneously. 

Franz Fanon, the postcolonial critic, analyses in his “Black skin, white masks” the stages of development of 

cultural imperialism. Due to the difference in culture and identity, the whites judge the blacks as uncivilized, and impose 

their worldview and culture over the Blacks. At the same time Europe realizes that if a doubt about their own civilization 

and identity is injected into the black skin, if they are made believed to be an inferior race compared to the whites, it would 

require only time to impose European ideas and identity over them. And here comes the significance of ‘representation of 

socio-political scenario’ in historicity and in art. A New Historic approach would clarify that Europe essentialised the 

presentation of the East’s uniqueness of culture and civilizationin a degrading manner in history and art, only to establish 

justification for their imperialistic activities, even in the Native minds. Fanon explains that the native begins to be 

dissatisfied with everything that is his own. Constantly seeing the inferiority of his race in the presentations by the whites, 

he starts seeing himself through the eyes of the colonial masters. This is the first stage of the development in the colonized 

mind. He starts detesting his own identity and cultural uniqueness and desperately attempts to change them to qualify to the 

‘civilized’ status of the Europeans. Ngugi, in “DE-colonizing the mind” calls imperialism a ‘cultural bomb’, saying “it 

makes them see their past as one wasteland of non-achievement”. “it makes them want to identify with that which is 

farthest remove from themselves.”Thus the Whites want to impose its own identity and worldview upon the colonized 

blacks, with the colonization of the natives’ mind.  

The distancing of Man from environment has been a conscious colonial phenomenon. Oriental civilization has 

evolved from its moment of birth upon a symbiotic relationship between man and nature. It was the enlightenment view 

that saw Nature as an element which is external to human existence, can be analysed completely by science and is inferior 

to rationalist civilization in the power hierarchy; that was penetrated in the Eastern mind in the times of colonization. It 

was part of the colonial project to penetrate the nature-oriented eastern civilization so that the European wary relationship 

between civilization and nature can be imposed upon the natives. It was the century-old power dynamics in the realm of 

ideas that Enlightenment utilized to relegate the ‘other’ sides of the binaries to the lower stratum of the hierarchy. This 
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‘other’ returned in the form of the colonized and an identical approach was taken by the colonizers.  

Eastern civilization developed in the lap of Nature from ancient times. Amitava Ghosh shows in his latest book, 

“The Great Derangement”, how the colonial masters introduced the industrial addiction to the natives, devaluing 

completely the destructive power of natural forces. The ‘bourgeoisie regularity’ as Ghosh puts it, left the colonizers 

ignorant about the constant existence of the so-called improbable in Nature in front of which all western pride of 

civilization are mere insects. As an integral part of this imperialist process the complimentary relationship between man 

and nature was totally disregarded. Ghosh attempts to establish that Europe, blind in its Unitarian view, that scientific 

civilization is superior to nature in the power dynamics, fails to identify both the destructive and sheltering face of nature 

that makes man’s a meagre existence. He criticizes west for not realizing that Nature is a greatly alive being.  

Enlightenment claimed to be capable of analyze and understand Nature completely. It also positioned civilization 

and humanity over Nature which is to be controlled. Asserting this power hierarchy Enlightenment also denied the 

existence of any symbiotic relation between Man and environment. This hubris of Western rationalist civilization falls flat 

on face when the original Native culture of the East shakes offthe colonial shackles and goes on to represent itself. The 

original unaffected and ancient voice of the black’s civilization holds up a completely different portrayal of Nature and its 

intimate relation with Man, demolishing the European unitary vision of truth. This is the third and final stage of the 

colonized psyche’s development, as described by Fanon in “Black skin, White masks”.  

I would pick up two texts, of authors who had the Eastern civilization as their cultural origin. Both of them 

showed Nature in a unique way, reflective of eastern culture, coming out of the western cocoon of rationalist representation 

of Nature. Bibhutibhusan Bannerjee’s novel “Aronyak” set in the dense forest of Eastern India, focuses on the amiable face 

of Nature. On the other hand Ghosh depicts environment with all its fury and violence as a constant challenge to the 

existence of the people of Sundarban.  

Bannerjee’s alter ego satyacharan, the narrator of the novel, is the very embodiment of one of the typical 

psychological states of the colonized. It is immensely interesting that Satyacharan actually takes a journey through the 

development of the colonized psyche as described by Fanon. He takes the job in the dense forest of Chotonagpur, a place 

in Eastern India; and the job is of deforestation! Under the western industrial influence an Indian feudal lord was lending 

his huge lands in the forest to people to deforest and establish dwelling. Unemployed Satyacharan took this opportunity 

and initially had no problem in giving his hand in this business of cutting jungle. Instead he is immensely annoyed of the 

fact that he has to endure this wild existence, far away from urban civilization. At the initial stages of the novel, he time 

and again says, “What sin had I done coming to this deserted forest, this life is not for me.”Even when old Muhuri Ghostho 

foretells that, “let some time pass away, forest will make you addicted”; he soliloquizes, “May God save me from such 

distress. I will return Kolkata long before that, resigning the job.” This particular mental state of the colonized shows that 

he is so accustomed with the western urban culture that it becomes difficult for him to return to his native culture’s 

existence, which emphasised close natural proximity. Satyacharan says, “I am not being able to suit myself with the life 

here, even for a single moment.” Similar is the situation of Kanai in Ghosh’s “The Hungry Tide”. He is the representative 

of urban rationalized, sophisticated existence, who always sees life through the eyes of utility. Kanai feels disgusted with 

the simplicity and financial disinterestedness of the rural people. He feels claustrophobic being deserted from the urban 

entertainments, to live in proximity of Nature. In both cases this is the imperialist burden of western urbanity, that failed 

these two characters to realize the force destructive and sheltering, of Nature. Both of them feels the urban western 
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existence, that is detached from Nature, to be the ideal one, and the requirement of attempting to qualify to this existence 

remains at the heart of both of them. 

In Bannerjee’s novel, it’s the sheltering face of Nature that starts claiming the narrator’s heart. It is the aesthetic 

aspect of Nature that initiates the emotional development in the narrator that led him to fall in love with Nature. Even after 

asserting his initial disgust about the wild-life of his, he feels bound to admit, “Despite my tension and disgust, the beauty 

of the rising moon, mesmerized me.”Here, he begins to enter the second stage of the colonized mind. And this stage will 

continue for the longest span in the novel, and tear the narrator apart through emotional and spiritual conflict. He evolves 

through the novel as an extremely passionate lover of Nature, and explores the inherent love in him for proximity of Nature 

that was asleep. At the same time he is appointed to lead the deforestation. He sows the seed of new and rare trees along 

with Jugalprasad; on the other hand he is bound to give the final say about the lending of the lands in the forest. He is 

tormented by this duality of existence. And this is the conflict between the colonizer’s imposed idea about deforesting and 

industrialization; and the Native tradition of living in the symbiotic relation with Nature. This marks the point that makes 

the colonized struggle between his spontaneous native urge and the colonizer’s grand portrayal of their ideas as universal 

truth that is imposed upon him. Satyacharan here slowly moves onto return to his native cultural essence, repenting his 

lending the forests, but without any substantial revolt.  

This in a way opened a new vista for him for knowing his own people. He says, “People can be so much poor that 

even if he can get a six rupees cauldron, he feels immensely delighted?” He, before coming to the forest was so busy in 

seeing the urban existence that developed under the western industrial influences, that he didn’t know the real native 

identity and existence of his own people. This evokes his regret; “The urban people of Bengal, at that point, seemed to me 

to have become excessively civilized, comparing with these poor people.” This is the romanticized disgust for the 

colonizer’s culture that would evolve strongly later.  

In case of Kanai, this disillusionment comes in a harsher way, which is in tune with the fearful identity of Nature 

in “The Hungry Tide”. Kanai throughout the novel has detested Natural proximity and the rural people of Sundarban who 

live in it. His capitalist industrial pride, he felt, to get hurt in the fact that he has to stay with the rural poor people. He also 

disregarded the power and fury of Nature, being unable to recognize the force of the improbable. His fault of equalizing his 

“bourgeois regularity” and the existence in Sundarban’s savage ‘environment’ falls flat when he falls flat on the muddy 

soar of the river, falling from Fokir’s boat. He treated Fokir from the beginning in accordance with the low eyes in which 

he had seen him. His jealousy of him, centring Piya’s proximity with him, was not only a male jealousy but it had its origin 

in his hatred for rural poor people, too. So, after falling flat on his face on the muddy ground, he roared against Fokir, 

abusing him. Ironically, that masculine capitalist urban pride leaked immediately when he saw Fokir’s boat going far away 

from him, leaving him at the muddy soar, alone, embellished by the recent footprints of tiger. A man who has always learnt 

in his urban existence that, as Locke stated, “Nature is insignificant’; a man who has been bearing the western burden of 

industrial, urbanized, masculine pride is now leftat the mercy of Nature. And this is done to him by a man who is 

‘uncivilized’, rural, poor and who lives in close proximity of Nature. 

Kanai’s devastating staying at the shore for a very little time in that situation destroyed all his urban masculine 

pride. He almost lost his psychological balance fearing the tiger’s existence all around him, when there was nothing. Every 

single sound in the jungle made him shiver.Kanai is not to be judgedas an individual here, he is a representative of the 

whole rationalist tradition, of the Enlightenment masculine pride that ostentatiously attempted to announce that Nature can 
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be analysed, understood and controlled by scientific urban civilization. In the form of Kanai, Ghosh here has actually left 

the Enlightenment power hierarchy, that placed Nature at the lower stratum, at the mercy of the feminine Nature. And here, 

not to be eaten up by tiger is too much good luck to endure. 

Nature comes out here with its true primitive face that Enlightenment always failed to see. This particular scene is 

very significant as it can be interpreted as a revenge of Nature over the rationalist western philosophy that tried to relegate 

it and imposed that idea upon the blacks. In front of this primeval face of Nature, the rural people who respects the forces 

of Nature survives. As Bannerjee puts it, “I don’t know why, but suddenly I began to love them. Their poverty, 

simplicity;... they have the toughness ofexisting in ruthless struggle of life. This dark forest and icy cold sky has not 

indulged in providing them the luxury of walking over smooth flowery way of life....Their power of extracting happiness 

from distress amazes me.” 

If the scene in Ghosh’s novel satirizes urban masculine pride; Bannerjee does the same to the frustration of 

capitalist unfulfilled urban life.  

Ghosh contrasts the mythical portrayal of Nature’s powerlessness by the Enlightenment rational ideas, with the 

real face of primordial Nature. Kanai’s uncle Nirmal, while taking a voyage through the rivers, was asked by the boatman, 

Horen, familiar to him, “Are you afraid, sir?” Nirmal said, “No, why?” And Horen replied, “It’s better to be afraid, sir. 

If you are not afraid then you don’t know the fury of the jungle at all.” This can be seen as a direct comment to the 

western imaginary idea of a docile nature. 

In Bannerjee’s novel, Nature evolves in a way which has never been attempted in any novel in European 

Literature. It’s one of a kind. There are numerous novels where Nature got space, in Romantic poetry Nature got the great 

emphasis; but in all those instances, Nature was at the background. Humanity is at the foreground. It’s really difficult to 

find a novel such as “Aronayk” in world literature, where Nature has achieved such an overwhelmingly engulfing 

existence. Humanity is present here merely as toys in front a mountain. It’s Nature that is th protagonist here. All the 

characters come into the novel only depending on their connections with nature. From Raju Pade, Ganu Mahato, 

Giridharilal to jugal Prasad, Raja Dobru Panna, and Manchi---every single character comes in the stage and goes for a 

short period of time. But it is the Nature of the whole Chotonagpur forest that remains throughout the novel as the 

protagonist. Bannerjee picks up characters as instances of the various impacts of the Nature, recorded in them. In a way, 

those characters doesn’t come for themselves, they comes to show the overwhelming and diverse role of Nature upon 

humanity. All those characters are unique in themselves because it is the Nature they live in that constructed their 

characters.  

Dhaotal Sadhu’s simplistic character without any touch of covetousness, despite being a money-lender, Manchi’s 

spontaneity and childishness, Raju Pade’s intense contentment in minimum belongings--- all are contributions of the 

environment they live in. All these characters, with the distinctive features stand in stark contrast to the capitalist, covetous, 

exploitative identity of the colonizers. Thus proximity with Nature resurrects the lost native identity, which is uniquely 

eastern, developed through the ties of Nature.  

To state that this portrayal of Nature shows a different aspect of the relation between man and environment, is to 

say the least of things. The symbiotic bonding in this novel criticizes directly the western hierarchical depiction of the 

relationship between man and nature. Aronyak demolishes the very aspect of a wary struggle between man and 
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environment for dominating one another. Thus, “The Hungry Tide” and “Aronyak” explores two different faces of Nature. 

But they do the most significant thing in common. They establish Nature as an unquestionable existence, a so much alive 

one, that the question of hierarchy doesn’t even arise. 

In the genre of novel, Bannerjee does two revolutionary improvisations:- Onein the very idea of ‘plot’, and the 

other in the ‘representation of Nature’. European novel, before the advent of modernism, and even during modernism, in 

some cases, strictly followed the Aristotelian doctrine of causal relationship between events. They abode by the singular 

flow of time, connected events with definite integral relation, and maintained the clock time perfectly. What Bannerjee 

does is this;- if somechapters of the novel is scrambled, neither the structural conformation nor the thematic meaning 

would be even slightly disturbed. Bannerjee actually did away with the idea of causal relation in the plot, and the need of 

chronology. The novel freely moves from one year to the future and then returns to the very past. It would not be wrong to 

say that Bannerjee invented a new mode of novel writing. 

The novel is actually a collection of snapshots of Nature. This initiated the rejection of chronological 

development. It can be called a biography of Nature, where the essence of the events matters most, not the times of their 

happening. This makes Nature a character in itself. And Bannerjee with surgical precision picks up one moment of its 

development, as distinct to all the other ones. He depicts the transformation of Natural beauty throughout a whole night 

that he travels on horseback. Thus Lobtulia BOihar, Fulkia Boihar, MOhalikharup or Mohonpura reserve forestare not 

mere names of different places, but are the different faces of aesthetic beauty of the woman called Nature. And among 

these, Saraswati Kundo stands apart as the reflection of aesthetic feminine fulfilment; something the author was in quest of 

form the time of his observing Nature.  

That Nature is analysed as a character in the novel gets clarified in the treatment of it. To all the other characters 

who have found shelter in the lap of the forest Nature is described as the motherly figure. But the aesthetic flourish with 

which the narrator has depicted Nature throughout the novel, the share of amore seems to be more than affection. To the 

narrator, Nature here always evolves as the desired woman---with all her feminine fullness---emotionally and aesthetically, 

both.  

The eastern and especially Indian idea of ‘belief’ as opposed to western agnosticism returns strongly in the novel. 

The novel begins with a preface, that depicts the author’s thought behind penning the novel, He states, “This heavenly 

Eden of spontaneous Nature was demolished by my own hands. I know the Gods of the forest would never forgive me. 

But, still, as people say, if someone admits his own guilt, the burden of his sin becomes lesser. This is the reason of 

penning the following legend”. The amount of belief in the narrator regarding the Gods can’t be overlooked here. Those 

Gods exist only in the beliefs of the people of the forest. They are not even familiar in urban Indian or Hindu religious 

fraternity. They are the Gods of the aboriginals. Despite all those facts, the belief in those Gods is immense in the author’s 

heart. And this increases his pain of guilt even more.  

Thus the novel begins with assertion of belief---a century old traditional element of Indian native culture. The 

novel in turn goes onto depict the belief of the people of the jungle in Nature. In this context, the myth of ‘Tarbaro” is 

significant. Tarbaro is considered by the people of the jungle as the god and saviour of wild Bulls. Hunter Dashrath 

Jhandawala narrates the story to author, saying that one day they made a trap to catch wild bulls. But just when they came 

to fall in the trap, the hunters saw a hugely tall black figure ordering the bulls to return. This legend was popular 

throughout the forest. Not a single people did the author found who did not believe in this legend of “Tarbaro”.What is 
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more noticeable is the commentary of the author on this legend. The author expresses, “Whether the story is true or false, 

doesn’t matter. When did I look at the black outline of the Mohanpura forests far away, in the sky, thinking about the 

forest-god, I shivered. These legendsare loved and believed amidstthis solitary forest, sitting around the fire, under the 

dense wintry sky.” 

The story becomes a story of belief that is deep rooted in the uniqueness of the native cultures of the country. 

Along with the element of belief what is striking, is the existence of the ‘irrational’ and inexplicable’ in Nature. 

Their existence is not only admitted but are given proper respect by the uncivilized rural ‘natives’. Rationalism always 

failed to understand and give importance to these beliefs in the existence of the irrational in Nature. In another incident the 

author had to admit the existence of the irrational in Nature. A rumour about the Bomiburu forest was coming to the 

narrator for a period of time. A white dog everyday entersinto a man’s house at midnight, and when he wakes up, it 

transforms into a woman and vanishes. Them one day that man is found to dead, with a ghastly fearful expression in his 

eyes. The narrator says, “No rational explanation was found of the incident. I felt as if this place was not at all the place 

for man, this is the land of mysticism, of body-less existence. They were living here over centuries, now the sudden 

infiltration of man into their place, has not been seen in good eyes. Whenever they get any opportunity, they will take 

revenge at any cost.”  

Enlightenment’s idea of rational analysis and control over Nature, is completely shattered here. More importantly, 

Bannerjee resurrects the ancient Greek philosophical view that depicted femininity and Nature as inexplicable and mystic. 

This attribute is asserted to Nature here, and scientific civilization has to bow down to it. This fulfils the construction of the 

unique view of Nature of the colonized.  

Ghosh explores this improbable from the aspect of vocal natural forces, as the cyclone comes at the end of the 

novel and steals away the life of one of the central characters. The whole novel is a depiction of the revolt of Nature 

against the views that attempted to control it. And this is the ultimate moment of the improbable demolishing the expected 

regularity. This is a hard knock on the blindness of Europe about the forces of Nature.  

A strong criticism of autocracies and capitalist monarchy is in the characterization of “Raja Dobru Panna”. The 

narrator first discovers the king of the aborigines while the king took the cows for grazing. The narrator describes, “The 

king of all this forest, leader of the santhal resurrection takes cows for grazing?”This instantly shows the lack of both 

covetousness and hunger for power in the king. This is something that can not be found in most urban civilization. As the 

narrator comments “Many kings in the history of urban civilizations, had to takeup more disgraceful jobs than looking 

over grazing cows.”But the pride of the valiant is evident in the king, as the repentance tickles down from his voice 

regarding the defeat in the hands of the colonizers--- the British”. Raja Dobru Panna says, “This Whole mountainian 

range and jungles were included in our country. I fought with East India Company in my youth. We’re defeated in the 

war. It took away everything from us.”  

The denial of significance of this aboriginal dynasty in History is critically pointed out by the narrator, “We have 

written only the history of the Aryans... Nowhere is a place for the history of these aborigines...There history is keptin 

these hidden caves, in the darkness of the dense forests, in the broken bones of the ancestors, sleeping under the grave.” 

This hints at the politics of historicism that is controlled by political power. The dominator in political power hierarchy 

ensures the representation of reality in history and this representation in turn constructs the identity and myth of the 
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political dominator. History remains as only the documentation of the victorious. Narrator’s observation of this partiality 

and serious lacking of history calls for the new historic approach that has become the origin of many ideas in 

Postmodernism. Needless to say the requirement of dissolving binaries between disciplines is asserted throughout the 

novel, as it novelizes an apparently ecological subject.  

The identification of femininity with Nature has returned in the novel time and again. The female characters are 

analyzed more psychologically than the men., All the female characters are different from each other but they all assert a 

certain amount of power through their characteristic uniqueness. This reflection of the feminine power in the forest is best 

asserted in these lines that the author speaks aboutManchi, “She is, as if the queen of these forests, complete youth, 

spontaneous, powerful, but still amazed, inexperienced, childlike.” And this is the woman, this is the Nature that Western 

civilization attempted to dominate in the power structure. And Bibhutibhusan Bannerjee, shows the overwhelming 

existence of this merging identity of femininity and Nature, in front of which the masculine rational civilization looks 

merely a dot. 

We can call it a good example of Bannerjee’s Eco-feminist approach---revolting against the patriarchal and 

scientific dominance over womanhood and Nature; but we should not forget that Bannerjee was capable of seeing this even 

before the term “Eco-feminism” came into existence.  

Jugalprsad who selflessly engages his time in sowing seeds, without caring even about the minimum materialist 

concerns that is required to keep his family go on. He is an ideal answer to the western idea of capitalist quest. The narrator 

himself retaliates the very Victorian concept ofindustrial and capitalist “Progress”. These sentences comes out as his final 

realization about his own native identity and culture:- “If I could live here, I would stay for my whole life, live in these 

foprests, mountains and in the proximity of Nature. I would have married Bhanumoti. What’s there in progress?” The 

last sentence is probably the greatest disregard to the imperialist western idea of capitalist progress.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The narrator, as opposed to this European idea, chooses the idea ofspiritual progress, which reverberates in Indian 

myths and epics. As opposed to the Enlightenment idea of scientific knowledge through agnosticism and analysis, 

Bannerjee relies on the learning that is gained through faith in and proximity with Nature. 

At this point the journey to the final stage of psychological development of the colonized gets completed in the 

narrator. 

(*Bibhutibhusan Bannerjee’s Novel “Aronnak” was written in Bengali. The quoted lines are translated by the 

author of this paper, for the sake of understanding.) 
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